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Anglo-Saxon term used historically to describe any member of the Germanic peoples who from the 5th century CE to the time of the Norman conquest in 1066 inhabited and ruled territories that are today part of England and Wales. According to St. Bede the Venerable, the Anglo-Saxons were the descendants of three different Germanic peoples.

The Anglo-Saxons were a cultural group that inhabited much of what is now England in the early Middle Ages and spoke Old English. They traced their origins to Germanic settlers who came to Britain from mainland Europe in the 5th century.

Anglo-Saxon England, or Early Medieval England, existing from the 5th to the 11th centuries from soon after the end of Roman Britain until the Norman conquest in 1066, consisted of various Anglo-Saxon kingdoms until 927 when it was united as the Kingdom of England by King Æthelstan r 927-939.
The Anglo-Saxon period in Britain spans approximately the six centuries from 410 to 1066 AD. The period used to be known as the dark ages mainly because written sources for the early years of Saxon invasion are scarce. However, most historians now prefer the terms early middle ages or early medieval period.

Anglo-Saxon England, the invaders and their early settlements, the social system, the conversion to Christianity, the golden age of Bede, the Heptarchy, the supremacy of Northumbria and the rise of Mercia, the great age of Mercia, the church and scholarship in Offa's time, the decline of Mercia and the rise of Wessex, the period of the

The Anglo-Saxons were a cultural group that inhabited much of what is now England in the early Middle Ages and spoke Old English. They traced their origins to Germanic settlers who came to Britain from mainland Europe in the 5th century.
**who were the anglo saxons britannica**

May 31 2023

The editors of Encyclopædia Britannica anglo saxon is a term traditionally used to describe the people who from the 5th century CE to the time of the Norman conquest 1066 inhabited and ruled territories that are today part of England and Wales. The Anglo Saxons were descendants of Germanic migrants and Celtic inhabitants of Britain and

**bbc history ancient history in depth the anglo saxons**

Apr 29 2023

The term Anglo Saxon is a relatively modern one. It refers to settlers from the German regions of Angeln and Saxony who made their way over to Britain after the fall of the Roman Empire around AD

**who were the anglo saxons bbc bitesize**

Mar 29 2023

The Anglo Saxon age in Britain was from around AD410 to 1066. The Anglo Saxons were a mix of tribes from Germany, Denmark, and the Netherlands. The three biggest were the Angles, the Saxons, and

**bbc history anglo saxons**

Feb 25 2023

Overview: Anglo Saxons 410 to 800 from barbarian invaders to
devout christian missionaries the anglo saxons brought four hundred years of religious evolution and shifting political power to the
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